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CONSIDER THE VISION.
DANIEL 9: 23

WELCOME TO VISION4KIDS
Vision4Kids is a Christian charity based in the UK
with a vision to help children and young people around
the world. Our aim is to share the good news of the
gospel of Jesus Christ and to see lives transformed. We
also hope to improve the qualities of people’s lives by
helping those who are disadvantaged, in need or facing
poverty.

INTRODUCING THE WORK IN KENYA
Samson Kangethe is a missionary for Vision4Kids
and works in his home village of Kiambururu about
one hour north of Nairobi. Samson was formerly a
deacon at Calvary Baptist Church in Feltham,
London and now serves as an elder in his local
church in Kiambururu. Samson is responsible for
Vision4Kids’ operations on the ground which meet a
wide range of spiritual and temporal needs.
Last month fifty children received individual health screenings by a leading doctor who was able to
diagnose and treat a range of illnesses and ailments ranging from worm infestation and funghal skin
infection to diabetic neuropathy and visual impairment. For these children, this was the first time
they had ever encountered medical treatment or even been examined by a doctor. Many lives were
changed by accessing basic medicines and facilities which are taken for granted in many parts of the
world. Only two weeks ago, Njenga, a young boy from the village, was able to walk again through
an operation which was facilitated and paid for by Vision4Kids.
The Sunday school work and children’s meetings in the village is a great success with hundreds of
young lives hearing the gospel and with a number of individuals coming to faith in Christ and
continuing in discipleship classes. The annual football competition and gospel address enables the
Word of God to be shared with every child and adolescent in the surrounding area.
Samson Kangethe also has weekly opportunities to visit the schools and to speak in assemblies.
Through the work of Vision4Kids and the links built up with the local schools, a food programme
has been established which provides hot meals for the fifty poorest children in the village, many of
whom have been orphaned. Samson also runs the child sponsorship programme which gives
children in extreme poverty access to education, school uniform and food for their family.

Above: Samson with the Sunday school that
he established in Kiambururu
Left: Samson collecting boxes of Bibles and
Christian literature for distribution to the
children.

To read Samson’s testimony click on the following link:
http://vision4kids.org/kenya/meet-samson

Bibles 4 Kids in 2015
Starting in Kiambururu, Kenya and then going far beyond, we have a vision of distributing
10,000 Bibles to children in their own language. So far we have raised over £1600.
You can donate by clicking on the link below:
https://mydonate.bt.com/events/bibles4kids/189851
What can you do?
 Pray for the work of the Lord in Kenya, Nepal, Poland and many of the other places
where Vision4Kids operates.
 Follow our news by signing up to our newsletter
 Support the work financially
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